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Details of Visit:

Author: Penhecker
Location 2: Second Floor
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 20 May 2011 1:30pm
Duration of Visit: 20 min
Amount Paid: 55
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Well known small walkup with single bed. Clean enough. 

The Lady:

Stunning tallish slim Hungarian brunette with clear complexion, in tiny bikini showing lovely C cup
boobs and a strikingly well executed tattoo over the left side of her waist. 

The Story:

I asked for 69 and sex at ?40. She pointed out it was a 10 minute service and upsold me to 20 min
for ?55. She was so gorgeous and I had read good reports of her so thought I would be ok. I
disrobed and lay on the bed while she dealt with the finances.

She looked even better with her clothes off - cleanly shaven below and not a hint of sag on those
boobs. She seemed a bit worried about my piercing, although I assured it would not tear the
condom. She teased me to a state of hardness although not with any degree of subtlety or finesse,
whilst I checked out her chest - natural, in my opinion. Then with the condom on she straddled me
and I was able to review what was on offer below - and very lovely it was too.

I thought I was doing rather well - much better than she was, in fact. She kept interrupting some
fairly hard sucks with vigorous (relentless, even, since she refused to relent) hand action and it
became quite clear that she was trying to bring me off as quickly as possible so that we never got to
the second part of the bargain.

And so it continued - not for very long, of course, because with that degree of pounding you don't
last long. She achieved her aim, gave me a perfunctory wipe, admired my tattoo and that was it.

Of course YMMV if you don't have a piercing; however, having been upsold and then finished off in
less than 10 minutes, I felt utterly ripped off. She is beautiful, yes; but my advice is just look and
leave. Shame really; I was expecting much better. If she was worried about the piercing she could
have used two condoms or even refunded me the money. That at least would have been honest. 
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